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Featured titles

Online Information Review
Edited by Jo Bates, Senior Lecturer at The Information School, University of Sheffield – the UK’s leading centre for library and information management research. Features research on the social, political and ethical aspects of emergent digital information practices and platforms and draws on critical and socio-technical perspectives in order to address these developments.

Aslib Journal of Information Management
Providing the latest international developments in the field, with coverage including: social media, data protection, search engines, information retrieval, digital libraries, information behaviour, intellectual property and copyright, information industry, digital repositories and information policy and governance.

Recent content examples

‘Researching fractured (information) landscapes: Implications for library and information science researchers undertaking research with refugees and forced migration studies’, Annemaree Lloyd, 2017, Journal of Documentation

Keywords: Public libraries, forced migration, information science research


Keywords: Open government data, Chinese academic databases, Chinese government

‘An investigation of the online presence of UK universities on Instagram’, Emma Stuart, David Stuart, Mike Thelwall, 2017, Online Information Review

Keywords: Social media, promoting library services, content analysis

Assessing impact and proving value: the agenda for academic libraries, 2018. Information and Learning Sciences

Managing bigger online data, 2017. The Electronic Library

Managing and analyzing big social media data, 2017. Information Discovery and Delivery
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